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1.

Introduction
The PDP-9 at the London University Institute of 1 Computer Scienc e
has 16K core with a Computer Memory Systems 256K drum, 3 dectapes
on a common controller, 340 display, paper tape and teletype as
permanently-connected devices, with a fast interface to an ICL
Atlas computer, and two data adapters for syncµronous data
transmission. There is also the possibility of connecting at will
any or all of a Computek storage tube display, A. · B. Dick Videojet
line printer, Data Dynamics card reader 1 cassette · tape · recorder,, and
additional teletypes on asynchronous data transnission channels.
The main uses of the system are:
Ca)

as a component of a coupled-computer system,
e.g. for CAD work, where the remote machine may
Cat present) be an IBM 360/75 or a CDC 6600/6400

Cb)

for local development of graphics and other
stand-alone uses

Cc)

for use by M.Sc. students of the Institute,
either in conjunction with Ca) or Cb), or for
projects in system software.

Work in these fields has been going on for nearly four years, and
was initially all based upon the use of the DEC Advanced Software
System CDECASS). As the local software has become more complex,
various modifications have been found necessary to DECASS to give
special facilities or improved efficiency, the most radical of
these modifications being to the Chain and Execute system. It
has become clear that the work load, and the nature of some types
of work, especially in telecommunications, require a more farreaching approach, and it was decided to design a simple multiprogramming operating system tailored to our specific needs.
It is not possible within the confines of a short paper to give a
detailed account of the New System. Instead we shall discuss the
underlying philosophy and give a brief overall description with a
few specific examples.
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1.1

System Philosophy
A practical problem in telecommunications work is the amount of
computer time spent in transferring files and, in some cases,
waiting for remote job turnround. For much of this time the PDP-9
is essentially idle, awaiting interrupts from the remote machine,
and it seemed sensible to attempt to make some of this spare time
available to other users. The new operating systen thus provides
for two classes of concurrent usage:
(i)
(ii)

Autonomous (command driven) applications,
such as local or remote file handling
Interactive applications of the PDP-9 as a
stand-alone system, such as program development
or graphics.

We speak of these as the autonomous system and the interactive
system respectively, and consider them as being entirely independent.
In fact they are not wholly independent, because they are both
under the general control of a common supervisor, but they are
protected from each other and each has wholly-owned peripherals
and sections of core and drum.
There would have been no need to abandon DECASS, were it not for
the requirements of the potential users of the autonomous system.
Consequently the estimated requirements and characteristics of
these users have been a major factor in determining the characteristics of the autonomous system; the general approach to the
philosophy of the New System followed directly from what was thought
necessary for the autonomous part of it.
The use of the PDP-9 as a component of a coupled system has
hitherto been in the manner of a remote terminal; as described
in earlier DECUS papers, we have simulated standard terminals of
the IBM 360/75 and the CDC 6600. The user of the terminal is not
interested in the fact that it is a PDP-9, and does not want to be
forced to learn an additional complex job control language. We
have therefore designed a command language whose syntax closely
resembles that of simple English, and whose format is very free;
some examples of commands are given later in the paper.
Telecommunications work involves a considerable amount of local
file processing as well as the comparatively complex procedures of
the communication. One potential advantage of an active terminal
over a passive one is that a variety of data processing may be
done at the terminal itself: for example, one might wish to edit
a file of data before sending it to a remote machine. Again, the
possibility exists (and is being actively studied at present in the
Institute) of communicating with two or more remote machines
concurrently. A very great amount of software can be involved in
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such activities, far more than could be resident in our PDP-9,
and the user's requirements , as suggested already , would not be
well served by the relatively complex loading procedures of
DECASS, or the inflexibility of CHAIN and EXECUTE. Fortunately,
even in essentially concurrent multiple telecommunications it is
not necessary to have the bulk of the software permanently resident,
provi ded always that it can be loaded piecemeal as required
without long delays.
It follows that a prime requir ement for the New System is that it
must be able to load programs quickly, preferably with segmentation
and overlay where necessary, the selection of programs , segments
and overlays being determined dynamically in response to user
commands or conditions occurring during a run . We therefore needed
a fast l i nking loader which , because of the frequency of its use ,
would often be in core , capable of dealing with the full generality
of normal and segment loading with or without overlay. There would
always be a shortage of core, s o the loader had to be small as well
as fast, and had to require a minimum of working space . The DECASS
loader was clearly unsuitable , so we designed a new one, with a
new intermediate code as assembler output. This in turn necessitat ed
rewriting the assembler, so we took the opportunity to make a
single-pass assembler with some additional features; s ome of these
are mentioned later.
Speed and size are also critical in input and output handling . Here ,
as in DECASS, we have arranged that all IO is handled by the supervisor, but the IO routines can operate concurrently and do not have
resident buffers; instead they , and all other programs for that
matter, obtain store as required from a free store chain . Al so we
use part of the drum in certain circumstances as if it were a core
extension , so that slowly moving dat a need not remain in core for
an undue length of time.
The system characteristics described, and some others , were introduc ed
primarily for the purposes of the autonomous system , as has been
stated above, but they carry over natur ally i nto the interactive
system . There is no distinction in the New System between system and
user programs , as there is in DECASS, nor between system and user
operating phases . Thus a program i n the interactive system may call
the loader , for example , or incorporate a segment of the assembl er .
All system utility routines are equally available to autonomous and
interactive systems, so the interactive user need not , for example ,
write his own file handling routines .
Again, system programs such as the editor , for example , may be used
in either the autonomous or the interactive system , although there
is a restriction that in the autonomous system editing may only be
done in batch mode. This is an instance of the general restrictio n
that the autonomous system cannot be used interactively (although
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interactive use of remote machines is mediated by the autonomous
system). The only restriction on the interactive user is that he
is not allowed to communicate with remote machines; the reason is
that communications software must be trustworthy and requires some
privileged supervisor functions for the sake of efficiency. In
general the interactive user's programs will be under development,
and therefore not trustworthy. (There is a privileged mode of
operation, reserved to system programmers, in which communications
software and other special programs can be developed.)

2.

Outline System Description
The system is normally held mainly on drum, with some infrequentlyused sections on dectape. Broadly speaking, there are three parts:
(i)

the supervisor, held at the bottom of core.
This is segmented, partly resident, and partly
loaded on demand

(ii)

a section of core of variable size allocated
to the autonomous system. All programs in this
section are dynamically loaded in response to
commands

(iii)

the residue of core above the autonomous system
allocated to the interactive user to use as he
pleases.

The supervisor attends to all interrupts, peripheral queues and
general system administration. It includes a simple system loader
and facilities for the identification of a primitive set of console
commands. A comprehensive command decoder is loaded when required;
this is used either for single commands or for batched commands in
the autonomous system, or for single commands in the interactive
system. Two devices are allocated as consoles: these are typically
the ordinary teletype for supervisor and autonomous system use, and
the Computek for interactive use, but any convenient devices may
be employed.
All core and peripheral allocation (apart from a section of the drum,
and a system dectape if used) may be set up by explicit command, and
the autonomous and interactive systems are kept independent by a
combination of s oftware and hardware (storage) protection. Resources
may be reallocated at any time, provided only that both systems are
quiescent; allocation also includes specification of any devices
that may be temporarily out of service. The drum is subdivided in
the same way as the core, so that by software it is possible to
prevent one system overwriting the files of another, although any
system is free to read any file.
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A new file format has been introduced giving a more flexible
definition of record length (up to 2 1 characters); the length of
a record is defined by the calling program, and a single record
may be read or written in several sections. The directory requires
on'ly two dectape blocks for a-· full directory instead of eight. At
run time, all directories are held on drum, and input dectape files
are spooled on drum. Any practical number of files may be concurrently
active, without requiring excessive buffer space. For most purposes,
characters are packed two per word (in 7-bit or 8-bit according to
code), and file-handling routines of the PIP type are available for
a wide range of file processing, including format and code conversion
as required for telecommunications work. The preferred format also
enables hardware packing and unpacking of character strings by the
data adapters, which have been modified to use t~e data channel and
to provide automatic detection of selected contr61 characters.
System programs such as the assembler and editor can work with files
in any format or code, since the file-handling routines will be
automatically invoked if required.

7

2.1

Current Status
The New System is being developed by the co-authors of this paper,
in parallel with other work, and with some assistance from M.Sc.
students of the Institute. The work of various members of the
Institute who, we hope, will ultimately use the New System, produces,
from time to time, new requirements that the system must meet. As a
result, the system specification is still somewhat flexible, and
we have not yet released a complete system. Flexibility of
specification is, in fact, a permanent necessity, because requirements will undoubtedly change as associated work progresses.
The software for the New System has been developed in two sections.
One of these is essentially the supervisor, including local ~eripheral
handlers and file-handling routines; this has been written to run on
its own, of course , although all editing and assembly have been done
with the aid of the normal DECASS software . One result of this is
that the supervisor has not yet been segmented .
The other section includes the new assembler, loader and editor, a
wide variety of utility routines and a prototype command decoder .
These have been tested under a temporary executive which in turn
runs under KM9. This software is essentially in the form ultimately
to be used in the New System, except that at present it uses DECASS
IO and is therefore somewhat limited in scope .
At the time of writing (mid-August), a prototype version of the New
System has been put together by combining the two software sections
just mentioned. This is only barely usable, but allows us to continue
development without being any longer dependent on DECASS. The next
step is to assemble our New System programs into New System file
format, and segment the supervisor; these operations should not take
too long, and will result in a releasable system . It will still be
limited, of course, but will contain the essentials to permit
further development.
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3.

Some Examples of Facilities
In this section we give a few examples of New System facilities and
techniques. Some of these have not yet been fully implemented,
because of the present limitations noted above, but at least a
partial implementation exists for all of them. We begin with the
command language, which is the user's means of communicating with
either autonomous or interactive 9ystem. Then we give a brief
account of the assembly language and assembler, and finally consider
some of the characteristics of the supervisor, including low-level
IO techniques.
It should be noted that none of these examples constitute complete
specifications of the facilities available, but we shall not emphasise
this point by including 'for example' at every statement.

3.1

Command Language
The resident system will recognise certain primitive commands typed
at a console. These include control C, which causes the main command
decoder to be load ed so that general commands can be input at the
console, and control B which loads the command decoder with an
alternative section that reads a batch of commands from the tape reader.
The only difference between console and batch commands is that the
latter contains facilities for automatically determining the sequence
of commands to be followed, depending in any desired way upon the
outcome of each command. This facility is roughly equivalent to a
computed goto in Fortran, and is not considered further.
As stated already, the command language is intended to be easy to
learn, and of sufficiently free format that it does not have to be
learned very well. Thus much use is made of conventional English,
which can be abbreviated by the knowledgeable, but need not be.
An extreme case of an edit command might be:
EDIT ON DR 'FILE' DIE FROM DT1 'CHANGE' DIA +
WITH PPR :pIF TODT 'MYTAPE' 007 'NEWONE:XYZ' SRC
This means that a file on drum called FILE, held in EBCDIC, packed
two characters per word~E_ouble i_mage EBCDIC) is to be edited in
batch mode by a control file in double image ASCII taken from
dectape 1, with insertions input in Flexowriter code at the paper
tape reader. The result is to go to a dectape identified as
MYTAPE 007, where it is to be given the name NEWONE, and put into
a library called XYZ in 5/7 ASCII. (The+ sign i ndic ates that the
command extends over more than one line.)
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A simpler example, to show the use of default options, is:
EDIT DR 'FILE' DIA WITH PPR
This is an interactive edit, without change of name or device.
Note that the clauses (ON----, FROM----, etc.) may be set down
in any order, e.g. TRANSFER FROM---- TO---- is as legal as
TRANSFER TO---- FROM----.
The load and go command is, in its simplest form:
RUN DR 'PROG' INT
where INT is the file mode for an assembled unsegmented program, and
the FROM is supplied by default. We may also write:
RUN FROM DR 'PROG1' INT, 'PROG2' DIA TO DR 'PROG2' SID
LIST UC (MAP) USE PPR 3, CTK 5

+

Here the effect is that the assembler is called first to assemble

PROG2 and write intermediate code to drum (SID implies that PROG2
is a segmented program). The loader then loads both programs and
lists a loader map on the (interactive) user console. The USE clause
specifies that channel numbers 3 and 5 in the programs are to be
assigned to the paper tape reader (or punch, depending on direction)
and the Computek respectively.
One final example should be self-explanatory:
EDIT ON DR 'PROG' DIA AND RUN IT WITH TRACE
(TRACE is a run-time debugging aid.)
3.2

Assembly Language
T,he assembly language is essentially the same as Macro-9, with New
System supervisor calls instead of system macros, and no provision
for user macros. An autocode extension is in plan to provide a
reasonably high-level facility in place of user macros. The great
majority of Macro-9 programs will assemble without change except
in these two respects. Two minor restrictions result from the use
of a single-pass assembler: user symbols must be defined before they
are used, and the offset of a label (i.e. in the form LABEL±X) must
be in the range -20 $ X $ 17 octal. The use of absolute loading is
inappropriate in the New System, so all programs must be written
with relative addresses.
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A segmented program is written with special directives to control the
assembler, and has a reference block through which all inter-segment
connections are made. This takes the place of global tables on the
various segments, and can also hold pointers and other data created
during the run. Segments, and certain other programs such as system
utility routines which are broadly equivalent to segments of the
supervisor, do not have globals, alsos (lists of associated programs)
or IO channel allocations, so they may all be loaded by the simple
system loader mentioned previously.
There are a few extensions to the language. User symbols may be
defined for anything that can be contained in a single word, including
short text strip or instructions with relative or literal addresses.
Literals are also largely unrestricted, except that n1ested literals
are not possible - the effect can be achieved by means of user symbols
if desired. Supervisor calls assemble as IOT instructions, and are
therefore trapped by the store protection mechanism (this is preferable
to the use of CAL). They can be 'microprogrammed' if compatible, like
operate instructions. A form of conditional assembly, controlled by
the ASSEMBLE command, allows the optional inclusion of special
supervisor calls, e.g. for the TRACE facility mentioned above.
The intermediate code produced by the assembler has precisely the
same length as the loaded executable program, and is accompanied by
the various tables. Loading is thus simplified, especially as the
file structure allows records of virtually unlimited length. Where
there are no globals, etc., the only processing the loader must do is
to set all relative addresses to absolute; the accompanying label table
contains only two words for each label, one giving the relative
definition address, and the other the start of a chain of references
to the label within the program.
The assembler output for a segmented program is set up as a file
with several access points. Consequently the selection of segments
for loading or overlaying, in response to supervisor calls from within
the program itself, is very efficient.

3.3 The Supervisor
The main aims in our supervisor design are:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

to be able to deal with interrupts having
short critical times
to improve the efficiency of dectapes and drum
to multiprogram several IO-limited jobs
to allow each program an arbitrary number of
files open on each device.
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Scheduling of programs free to proceed is based on a fixed priority,
with preference given to communications programs .
Each program is provided with a set of up to 16 Input/Output channels
(similar to DECASS DAT slots) . These are set up by the loader as
specified in either the LOAD command or the source program . The
supervisor maps each channel for each program on to a device .
The supervisor has four priority levels of programs . The lowest level
runs with Interrupts Off and handles all interrupts . Non-critical
interrupts are cleared and a higher levd: routine called .
The second level deals with optimised block transfers to dectape
and drum . The drum has four sectors to a track, and optimal access
is to alternate sectors. Dectape is used as a backing store behind
the drum; calls for dectape are servic ed as they come, using consecutive
blocks for files, and optimisation consists of moving all three
transports concurrently into position for their next transfers.
The third level is the main supervisor level . Record blocking for
dectape and drum, record packing and unpacking for other devices and
all interpretation of program requests is done at this level in
addition to the general control operations .
The fourth level consists of system utility routines for users and
their programs . The routines run under the main supervisor as
Autonomous System programs with extra privileges .
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